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School initiated
A particular aim of the ‘Speak Out’ project 
was to investigate the needs of teachers 
for support and professional development 
as they began to include drama strategies 
as part of their pedagogical repertoire for 
the teaching of English. 
‘In time to come we will see ourselves as 
an academic institution which is open to 
conducting research.’ Principal
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Moving from Moving to
Short-term
Exercise-based
Teacher-controlled
Closed activities

e.g.
script, scripted role-

play, readers’ theatre, 
language games

Extended
Context-based
Student input
Complex & open

e.g.
unscripted role-play/ 

improvisation, 
playbuilding, process 
drama
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School-based intervention 1 year
Teacher preparation
Teacher-researcher partnerships

Research briefings
Workshops
Drama camp
Readings
Consultation, co-planning and co-teaching
Video reflection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lack of teacher capacity was one of the blocks to general implementation of drama in the curriculum. Few teachers had been able to access pre-service drama training and even fewer of those were able to apply their knowledge and skills in school. Most ‘drama-trained’ teachers ended up teaching either English or Literature, or left the service to work as an arts practitioner with an NAC supported program.Now on to the second part of the paper, and while I said that the two parts are relatively unrelated there are connections between the two which I will move on to at the end. The ‘Speaking Out’[1] project: teacher preparation.	Following the DOL project mentioned above, one of the principals of a participating school approached me to undertake a longer-term research study in her school. She had been impressed with the positive impact the DOL project had on both participating teachers and students and was convinced that developing a similar programme in collaboration with her teachers would be of benefit to the school. In addition her vision for the school included the goal that, ‘In time to come we will see ourselves as an academic institution which is open to conducting research.’ Of concern for this principal was the need for what she termed ‘urgent’ professional development amongst the staff, of whom some were open to newer ways of teaching and others were ‘cautious to guard their old way of teaching’. She was keen to pursue this research project and the goal of capacity-building for her teachers was the most significant. While she believed in the intrinsic and instrumental value of drama and hoped eventually to introduce it into the curriculum it was, in particular, the potential to improve teacher reflection and capacity through research that held the greatest appeal. My motivation was slightly different. The DOL project had deliberately chosen to use local teachers who had graduated from our Drama Education Diploma. They had exhibited and maintained a commitment and passion for teaching drama that had lasted through the required satisfactory completion of seven modules, which were offered on a part-time (after school) basis. I was interested to see what sort of, and how much, in-service would provide ‘non-drama’ teachers with sufficient knowledge of and confidence to independently use drama within their regular English language classroom practice.	In consultation with the Principal and her Head of Department (English) the Speaking Out research project was conceived. We began with two questions: How does drama impact on oral communication in Sec 1 and Sec 2 classes in this Singapore school? andWhat are the PD requirements for the implementation and ongoing development of such an approach by general EL classroom teachers?Our research team was to work closely with the teacher-researchers in the school throughout the school year and record the teacher-researchers’ journeys as collaborators in the project. In seeking answers to Question 2 we put into place several ongoing strategies whereby we hoped to gather data about the needs of this teacher group. We chose to use Design Research (Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992; Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004; Kelly, 2004) and as this is an iterative process we used data from each of the strategies to inform and modify the ongoing intervention.From the earliest stages of the project it was understood that teacher preparation and preparedness would be crucial to the success of the intervention. Early discussions considered the possibility of the teacher-researchers using the in-service time as part of their 100 hours annual PD requirement and, for those who wanted to do so, the in-service include assessment leading towards accreditation for one of the modules on the Diploma offered at NIE. The Principal felt the teacher-researchers would be resistant to the reading, assessment and accountability of an accreditable in-service sequence, preferring instead to use an ‘as-needed’ model with just-in-time theoretical framing being used as the researchers and teacher-researchers collaborated in co-planning and co-teaching. Only two of the ten teacher-researchers involved had any pre-service experience in drama or theatre and this was minimal. To prepare the teacher-researchers and the team to work together we were conscious that we had to establish and maintain a positive relationship between the school staff and the research team. To this end we consulted with the Principal and HOD regularly throughout the year and asked them to advise us on the needs and concerns of the teacher-researchers. We had hoped to have a room allocated at the school where we could locate an on-site research office, believing the location and the ease of access to and for the team would help us be part of the school community. The school space requirements made this impossible but we were each given staff access cards and wore these when on the school campus.Measures taken to assist in the development of teacher capacity and data gathering process included: Research briefings: 10 January & 18 August. The first of these followed the briefing by the HOD and principal where they informed the staff the nature of the research project and the school’s commitment to it. At this briefing we explained the timeline for the research, the purpose of each of the data collection methods and made it clear that the teacher-researchers were under no compulsion to participate in the research and were free to withdraw at any time. The second was a ‘touch-base’ briefing where we talked about the progress of the research to date and held an open forum with the school administration team and the staff so that all were free to raise any concerns.Workshops: these were led by the PI and were held after school for around 2 ½ hours each on three occasions 27 January, 17 February and 21 March. At each of these practical workshops we introduced a number of drama strategies and explained the learning to which they might contribute. The timing was chosen with two intents: one, so that the teacher-researchers would not be overloaded with time commitments after school; and two, in order for them to be able to try out some of the strategies in their classes in the intervening weeks and gain confidence in the practice of drama. An additional workshop was provided, at the teachers’ requests, on 21 July. This workshop focused, in particular, on planning in an attempt to connect the drama activities to the Schemes of Work that were written for the English program.Drama camp: the school intended to hold a ‘drama camp’ for two days in March (23-24). The research team volunteered to teach on the camp as a way of modelling practice for and with the teacher-researchers and students. We each modelled a 4-hour drama workshop which was repeated on the second day and offered as a co-teaching possibility for those teacher-researchers who wanted to attempt to implement some strategies in a supported frame.Readings: Very few readings were given as there was considerable resistance by the teacher-researchers to any heavy reading or to engaging with theoretical understanding. The readings that we shared were simply records of the workshops or in response to teacher concerns and requests.Consultation, co-planning and co-teaching: from the beginning of the project the team members were in the school two or three times a week to meet with the teacher-researchers and assist in lesson planning. The regular consultations were offered in the spirit of collegiality, to talk about behaviour management, or resource ideas, or how to introduce a new strategy. Co-planning followed a more formal process. We asked that the teacher-researchers use at least one drama strategy in one lesson per week in the hope that the students and the teacher-researchers would become more relaxed and confident because of this regularity. Consequently either one of the informal consultations or a more formal planning session was used to plan the lesson into which the drama would be integrated. Co-teaching was a strategy used in an attempt to assist the teacher-researchers gain confidence and facility with the strategies in their own class and with their own students. The intention was to co-teach (which usually involved a member of the research team leading the drama activity) at the teacher’s request in the first two terms so that, by Term 3, the researchers would be assisting with planning only, and the teacher-researchers would implement the planned lessons independently.Teacher viewing of videos of their own practice. This was an attempt to focus on the curriculum gap (Stenhouse, 1975) between the planned and the enacted curriculum. Using ‘talk-aloud reflection’ we asked the teacher-researchers to view one of their videoed lessons and ‘talk-aloud’ into a digital recorder, making clear both the intent and their response to the lived experience of the lesson.The research was designed to help us identify the needs of experienced teachers, working already in an established school context, for professional development in drama. We wanted to know how little or how much time would be effective in preparing them for the introduction of drama strategies in their classes. What amount of time was required before they and their students felt comfortable in working in this way? Of course we knew this would vary from teacher to teacher, but hoped that their collaborative planning sessions and personal reflective journals would provide some insight into the learning journey they had undertaken. In addition we wanted to know what strategies they found easier and were more comfortable with in the early stages of the project, and we sought to discover at what point they began to plan independently, without the ‘handholding’ support of the team. The DOL project had been planned around a series of process dramas planned by very experienced practitioners and implemented by facilitators who had completed a diploma qualification in drama education, so at the core of the enquiry was the question: is it possible to provide quality drama experiences for students with teachers who have no substantial training in the field.�[1] This research was supported by the Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice, and funded by the Singapore Ministry of Education, Project number CRP27/04 MS. 
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Challenges for teachers
Shift in teaching style
Lack of understanding of drama 
pedagogy
Seeing the benefit
Role of the administration
Non-voluntary compliance with 
research
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Teacher resistanceThe shift in teaching style was a major challenge for most of the teacher-researchers. According to the Principal, the school (a neighbourhood school of 1400, mostly from mid-lower income families) strives hard through mostly ‘drill and practice’ to raise students’ academic performance. This did not seem to align with more recent curriculum developments. For example the new English syllabus (Ministry of Education, 2001) sees a departure from the 1991 syllabus in terms of its shift towards literacy development rather than just linguistic proficiency (Cheah, 2002). The ‘fundamental premise of the 2001 English Language syllabus is that Singapore’s school leavers must become better learners, creators, and communicators (Gopinathan, 2004). Acknowledging that English is, however, not the dominant language Gopinathan went on to urge teachers to move beyond accuracy as a benchmark for language acquisition, and to ‘model appropriate language use and learning behaviours themselves, and to create open and interactive language classrooms’(2004, p. 21). The shifts in emphasis towards a broader definition of literacy and on using diverse strategies for ‘open and interactive language classrooms’ supported our introduction of drama processes within the language classroom. A complication in this location is that there is very little understanding of drama education, process drama, or drama pedagogy, though the terms are commonly heard. To most people drama is about putting on skits or performances, either humorous or with a strong social message, and any teaching emphasis is on voice production and movement for characterisation only. A discussion of anything beyond that is challenging to say the least and one of our first challenges was to de-emphasise the performative aspects and the need for talent as a pre-requisite for any drama work.Changing teacher practices is not as simple as providing new strategies. As Richardson and Placier (2001) point out, many modifications of practice require changes in the beliefs of teachers, a well as a cultural change in the way teaching is seen in the school and wider community. Added to this is the imperative for teachers to see a need for change and to desire to be part of the change process. In Singapore, teachers have been recipients of top-down changes where leadership is crucial in the management of all stages of the change process (Goh, 2005). For our project it became apparent that the strongest inhibitors were those of teacher attitude and school leadership decisions.At the first Research Briefing on January 10 the teacher-researchers seemed positive and engaged and, as far as we could tell, keen to participate in the research. In fact this was far from the truth. Singapore school management is typically ‘top-down’ (Salleh, 2004). Because the initiative for this work had come from the Principal, it was important that the teachers appear enthusiastic and proactive. Colin Marsh (2004) identifies two attitudes of teachers who engage in curriculum innovation. The consonant teacher is philosophically attuned to the innovation or research and brings a personal commitment to their role in the innovation. The dissonant teacher is either one who appears to be committed but contributes little or deliberately (and behind the scenes) undermines the project; or one who overtly shows their lack of interest and commitment. In Singapore the personal stakes in terms of Performance Reviews and top-down management make it almost impossible for teachers to openly disagree or criticise a decision made by the school Senior Management. We were to discover, during this research that the teacher-researchers were, in fact, quite antagonistic towards the whole project (though thankfully not towards us personally) because they had not been consulted by the Principal or HOD before the project began and while we, the research team, made it clear that we were asking them to participate voluntarily, this was not an easy option within the school context. They did not feel empowered to withdraw from the project. Instead it was important that they appear to go along with it.We were not given [an option to participate] although it says in the contract that we can choose to do it. We were told by the people here that we have to do it. … No way out of, getting out of this thing that we had to do. So we were quite irritated you know. … that kind of upset most of us anyway in the beginning and we were quite hostile. (Sh. 290805)When asked about this in an interview, the HOD EL stated:I don’t believe in saying that [it is optional] …if you ask your team, your team says no I don’t want to do this. I mean given a choice nobody would want to do additional work. I mean to teachers it is additional work, let’s put it that way. Nobody would want to do that. But we have to sell it in such a way that … they get to see that it is really of benefit to them.It was difficult for the teacher-researchers to see any personal benefit from participating in the project. The Principal had planned for all the teachers in the school to be involved in research in some way. Teachers not involved in this project were involved in a concurrent large-scale action research task. In return the teacher-researchers were not expected to participate in any additional professional development (usually a 100 hrs per year requirement). For this whole year, we have been telling them, this is your professional development project. (HOD EL 261105).While the teacher-researchers had been guaranteed two spare periods per week to spend as a group in planning, discussion and reflection, as part of the attempt to ease their loads, this time was frequently eroded by ‘important’ meetings about examinations or school events. 	In the early planning stages the HOD EL was to be included as one of the research teachers. Internal timetabling made this impossible and she was allocated to the Upper Secondary classes instead. This timetabling decision placed additional distance between the research-involved teachers and the HOD. The teacher-researchers noted her lack of direct involvement in the project and their own level of commitment diminished even further. In an attempt to connect the external research team with the teacher-researchers  the HOD appointed one of the teachers as an internal liaison. In retrospect the choice of teacher was not the best one to be made. While the liaison teacher was very dedicated and organised, she was the youngest and most inexperienced within the group of teachers who were involved. Consequently she had little influence (cultural capital?) within the group and the HOD was forced to remain involved and play an administrative role. As the year progressed she, herself, came to resent the additional administration that the research project entailed and avoided contact with the research team.	Despite the frustrations described above the research team managed to maintain positive relationships with the teacher-researchers, who acknowledged that the school circumstances had made things difficult for us:We were not left on our own and a lot of times you guys were actually willing to come down at our convenience for you to have co-planning, co-teaching with us. So that was really very nice of you guys to do that … I mean you were very flexible and all that …sometimes we stood you up … so you’ve been very, very understanding and accommodating. (Sf 281005)
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Shift in teaching style
A usual English lesson will be more teacher focused, 

and less on the student interaction. So I think [in 
a] drama lesson there’s more student interaction, 
more student communication. Yeah and there’s a 
lot of movement, so its not only just sit and do 
work but rather they’re always moving around 
[to] explore issues and everything. [This is] 
something that might not be done well if it’s just 
a normal English lesson you know where they sit 
down and have a discussion. Devi (interview 
281005)
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Understanding drama pedagogy
For someone who is familiar with the 

conventions it becomes easier. For 
someone who is not, then you become 
less … you are a little hesitant about trying 
it out immediately because you know you 
are afraid that the lesson will be wasted or 
you are making a mess out of it. I mean I 
am the sort of person who has to … 
maybe someone else would be more 
versatile, be able to do it. I am a little bit 
inflexible I guess. (Pei Shan 290805)
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Seeing the benefit
Overall, I noticed a greater unity among the groups 

and they conversed in English to a greater extent 
this time round. They usually do not speak other 
languages in class, but they do not attempt to 
converse much in English.(Chan journal – 1005)

I can see a significant increase in the number of 
students who speak English during that one or 
two lessons rather than only a handful speaking 
out during one lesson. So I think, in a way, it has 
created an awareness or created a need to speak 
English to one another. (Chan 050505)
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Role of the administration
I expected teachers to feel uncomfortable; to feel 

that they are being watched. And I expected 
them to object to having to do this and I think it 
did happen in the earlier stage where the 
teachers felt that I did not consult them enough 
before accepting such a big project. And I had a 
long conversation with one such teacher and she 
told me how they felt: not that they minded 
doing this, but they minded [that I] did not 
consult them first and they were not given the 
opportunity to choose to be involved. (Chen Lili 
interview: 150405)
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Issues that arose:
Only group within the school undertaking 
research
Time 
Teacher reflection
Teacher agency
Role of HOD/Administration
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Some considerations for school-based 
intervention research

Participation – voluntary and sincere
Mutually beneficial research
Built-in accountability
What is promised should be delivered
The school liaison/contact person is 
someone with substantial authority within 
the school
The school liaison/contact person is a 
participant in the research
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Some thoughts on considerations for school-based intervention researchEnsure thatparticipation is voluntary and sincere. This is difficult in a top-down bureaucracy. One way, perhaps, would be to run a number of pilot projects with several schools and then co-develop a longer intervention with those participants who, with real knowledge of the commitment required are interested to continue.the project is truly mutually beneficial and the benefit can be seen by the site-based researchers. For this project the teacher-researchers could see that the students were enjoying learning through drama and they felt their own repertoire of practice was being broadened, but this was far outweighed by the expectations of exam prep, which was the dominant topic the teacher-researchers brought up in relation to pedagogy. For them the benefit was not enough.accountability is built in. It was easier for the teacher-researchers to not teach drama than it was for them to teach drama so, logically and for the most part, they avoided it when they could. As the research team was seen as an add-on to the school practice they were not contributing back within the school context and were only accountable to us. Our authority did not extend to the school workplace and hence there was no real accountability for the teacher-researchers to participate, or produce the artefacts we were hoping to share at the end of the research.what is promised is delivered. A major complaint that became almost a canonical text was the lack of time. The Principal had allocated two lessons a week to the project and relieved the staff of some additional duties, but the time was eroded as priorities shifted and, with the non-continuance of the action research project in the school, the teacher-researchers felt imposed upon.the school liaison/contact person is someone with substantial authority within the school. This individual should be valued, listened to and respected by both the school administration and participants in the research. Ideally they should be someone who can report ‘unpopular’ information as well as that which would be expected to be well-received.the school liaison/contact person is a participant in the study. This makes manifest the individual and collective commitment to the research.Connections:desire to work with more creative and open pedagogiesrecognition that drama can contribute to the academic domainundervaluing of discipline-based knowledge and expertisetop-down initiatives�Works cited:Brown, A. L. (1992). Design Experiments: theoretical and methodological challenges in creating complex interventions in classroom settings. The Journal of the Learning Sciences, 2(2), 141-178.Cheah, Y. M. (2002). English Language Teaching in Singapore. Asia Pacific Journal of Education, 22(2), 65-80.Collins, A. (1992). Towards a design science of education. In E. Scanlon & T. O'Shea (Eds.), New directions in educational technology. Berlin: Springer-Verlag.Collins, A., Joseph, D., & Bielaczyc, K. (2004). Design Research: theoretical and methodological issues. The Journal of the Learning Sciences, 13(1), 15-42.Goh, L. K. (2005). PE Teachers Teaching only PE: Understanding the change process in a Singapore government secondary school. Unpublished Masters in Education Dissertation, National Institute of Education, Singapore.Gopinathan, S. (2004). Language Planning in Education in Singapore: History, Transitions, Futures. Review, 12(2), 14-23.Kelly, A. (2004). Design Research in Education: Yes, but is it Methodological? The Journal of the Learning Sciences, 13(1), 115-128.Lee Yock Suan. (2000). Budget Debate Speech. Singapore: Ministry for Information and the Arts.Marsh, C. J. (2004). Key Concepts for Understanding Curriculum. London and New York: Routledge Falmer.Ministry of Education. (1998). Learning to Think, Thinking to learn: towards Thinking Schools, Learning Nation. Singapore: MOE.Ministry of Education. (1999). Mission with a passion: making a difference. Singapore: MOE.Ministry of Education. (2001). English Language Syllabus 2001 for Primary and Secondary Schools. Singapore: Ministry of Education.MITA. (2000). The Renaissance City Report. Singapore: Ministry for Information, Communication and The Arts.Richardson, V., & Placier, P. (2001). Teacher Change. In V. Richardson (Ed.), Handbook of Research on Teaching (4th ed., pp. 905-947). Washington, DC: American Educational Research Association.Salleh, H. (2004). Remaking Singapore Schools: A Learner Teacher to a Learning Organisation Through Action Research. In A. Khoo, M. A. Heng, L. Lim & R. P. Ang (Eds.), Innovation and Diversity in Education (pp. 189-206). Singapore: McGraw-Hill.Stenhouse, L. (1975). An introduction to Curriculum Research and Development. London: Heinemann.Stinson, M. (2003). Interview 1 with Jeffrey Tan, 19 Feb. Singapore.Stinson, M., & Freebody, K. (2004a). Drama and Oral Language. Singteach.Stinson, M., & Freebody, K. (2004b). Modulating the Mosaic: drama and oral language. Paper presented at the IDEA 5th World Congress, Ottawa.Stinson, M., & Freebody, K. (2006). The DOL project: an investigation into the contribution of Process Drama to improved results in English oral communication. Youth Theatre Journal, 20, In Press.
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